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Finite groups may be classified as to whether or not they have regular re- 
presentations as automorphism groups of graphs. Such a classification is begun 
here for non-Abelian groups (classification of Abelian groups being already in 
the literature) with a classification of the dihedral groups, the groups of order 
pa for p an odd prime (except for one group of order 27), and the generalized 
dicyclic groups. It is further shown that the class of groups (other than C,> having 
the above regular representations is closed under the operation of direct product. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, all groups and graphs considered are finite and all graphs 
are simple (in the sense of Tutte [lo, p. 501). 
A permutation group G is regular, or acts regularly on a set Vif given u, 
u E V, there exists a unique 4 E G such that 4(u) = V. It is well-known 
that for any abstract group G there exists a graph X for which the group 
A(X) of graph-automorphisms of X is isomorphic to G (cf. [2]). This 
paper pursues the following two questions about a non-Abelian group G 
and their relation to each other: 
First, does there exist a graph X such that not only is A(X) isomorphic 
to G, but A(X) acts regularly on V(X)? (This question has already been 
resolved for Abelian groups. See Section 2 below.) 
Second, given a set H C G which generates G, does there exist a non- 
identity group-automorphism 4 of G for which 4(H) C H u H-l? 
2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The point of departure for our investigation is a definition and two 
lemmas due to Sabidussi and included below for easy reference. 
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DEFINITION [9, p. 4301. If G is a finite group and H is a subset of G 
with 1 6 H, then the Cayley graph X,,, of G with respect to H is the 
graph with vertex set V(X,,,) = G and edge set 
E(X) = {[x, xh] 1 x E G, h E H}. 
NOTATION. Henceforth the symbol H will be reserved for subsets of 
a group G which do not contain 1 and have the property that 
u E H =+- u-l E H. 
No Cayley graphs of G are lost by this last condition since if both 
h E H and h-l E H, then [x, xh] and [xh, (xh) h-l] denote the same edge 
of &Jf * 
LEMMA 1 [7, Lemma 41. A necessary and suficient condition for a 
given graph X to be a Cayley graph Xo,, is that A(X) contain a subgroup G,, 
which acts regularly on V(X). In that case G = G, . 
LEMMA 2 [7, Theorem 21. Suppose X is a graph with ] V(X)1 > 3 on 
which A(X) acts regularly. Then X is a Cayley graph X, tx) ,H and H generates 
A(X). 
The non-existence of graphs X for which A(X) # C, is regular and 
Abelian has been established by C.-Y. Chao [l] and G. Sabidussi [9] 
except when A(X) is the direct product of n 3 2 copies of C, . In these 
cases, the work of Frucht [3] and McAndrew [5] has established non- 
existence for n = 2, 3, 4 and existence for n > 5. 
Given a finite non-Abelian group G, we wish to determine whether 
G belongs to 
Class I: there exists a graph X such that A(X) is G and acts regularly, 
or to 
Class II: for each H which generates G, there exists a non-identity 
group-automorphism + of G such that 4(H) = H. 
By definition, a regular permutation group G on V is equivalently both 
transitive and strongly-fixed-point-free, that is, the stabilizer [GIU is trivial 
for all u E V. Also, 1 V 1 = I G I. 
Let a group G and a subset H C G (see “Notation” above) which 
generates G be given. Let d be the set of group-automorphisms 4 on G 
such that $(H) = H. Let X = X,,, . The elements of d have a natural 
interpretation as permutations of V(X) which fix the vertex labeled 1. 
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In fact, d is a subgroup of the symmetric group on V(X). The edges of X 
are of the form [x, xh] for x E G, h E H. Since 4(h) E H for 4 E d, we have 
[d(x), &c/z)] = [4(x), #J(X) $(h)] E E(X). Hence 4 E A(X). We have proved 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a jinite group. Let H C G generate G. The set of 
group-automorphisms q5 of G such that qS(H) = H ‘form a subgroup of 
LWG,H)II . 
THEOREM 1. Class I and Class II are disjoint. 
Proof. The group C, is not in Class II. 
Suppose G (f C,) is in Class I and that Xis a graph on which G = A(X) 
acts regularly. By Lemma 2, X = X,,, for some generating set H of G. 
Now H (= H-l) is precisely the set of vertices adjacent to the vertex 1. 
Since [A(X)], is trivial, if #I is a group-automorphism of G such that 
4(H) = H, then 4 is the identity, by Lemma 3. Hence G is not in Class II. 
Remark. Lemma 3 says in effect that group-automorphisms which fix 
the set H are graph-automorphisms which fix the vertex 1. The converse, 
however, is false. 
The 3-cube, for example, is the Cayley graph X,,, where G = C, x C, 
and is defined by 
a4 = b2 = 1 9 ab = ba, 
with H = {a, a3, b}. Although the permutation on G with cycles (a2, ab) 
and (a3, b) induces a graph-automorphism which fixes 1 and hence 
stabilizes H, it is by no means a group-automorphism of G. 
CONJECTURE. The union of Class Z and Class ZZ includes aNJinite groups. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF SOME SPECIAL GROUPS 
In this section we consider a modest sample of non-Abelian groups 
and determine whether they are in Class I or Class II. To avoid repetition 
in the various proofs, we outline beforehand the two alternative procedures 
which will be followed: 
A. To prove that G is in Class I, it will suffice to show that 
for some set H (= H-l) which generates G, every graph-automorphism in 
[A(X,,,)], fixes H point-wise. For, if this is so, let $ E [A(X,,,)lU for 
some u E G. By Lemma 1, there exists some 01 E A(X,,,) such that a( 1) = U. 
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Since IX-‘&X E [A(XG,H)]l, we have CZ-~&X(/Z) = h for all h E H. Hence 
a(h) = 4&i). Thus, if $ fixes an arbitrary vertex U, then 4 fixes each 
vertex adjacent to U. Since H generates G, X,,, is connected, whence 
[A(X,,,)], consists of the identity alone. 
B. We may prove that G is in Class II by defining for any given 
set H (= H-l) which generates G, a group automorphism 4 of G, perhaps 
dependent on H, such that 4(H) = H. 
The dihedral group D, (m > 3) is characterized by generators a and b 
satisfying: 
am = b2 = 1, bab = a-l. (1) 
THEOREM 2. If m = 3, 4, 5, then D, is in Class II. If m > 6, then D, 
is in Class I. 
Proof. Suppose m E {3,4, 5). With a and b as given in (l), we note that 
the subgroup (a) is characteristic. Suppose that the set H (= H-l) C D, 
generates D, . Then H must contain some element not in (a). 
Suppose H contains precisely one such element, say ba”. There is an 
automorphism 4 of D, such that $(a) = a-l and 4(b) = bazk. Thus 
$(ba”) = d(b) +(a”) = ba2ku-k = ba”. Hence 4(H) = H. 
Suppose H contains precisely two elements of D, \ (a), which may be 
taken as bak and bak+t. It is immediate that the conditions 
&) = a-1, +(b) = bu2k+t, 
define an automorphism of D, which interchanges bak with bak+t. Since 
all elements of D, \ (a) are involutions, 4(H) = H. 
If H contains three or four elements of D, \ (a), then one can apply 
the foregoing arguments to D, \ H, while, if H 3 D, \ (a), obviously 
4(H) = H where $(a) = u-l and 4(b) = b. Hence D, is in Class II. 
Now suppose m > 6. Let 
H = (a, u-l, b, ba-l, ba2}. 
Consider the graph X = XDm,H and let 4 E [A(X)], . The equation 
ajb = ba-i, j an integer, 
follows from (1) by induction and is helpful in verifying that the only edges 
of X with both end-points in H are [a, b&l, [ba-l, b], and [b, a-‘]. 
It follows that if + is not the identity function on 1, then 4 interchanges a 
with a-l and interchanges ba-l with b. Moreover, since a2 = b(ba2), i.e., 
a2 is adjacent to both a and b, we have $(a”) = z for some z # (1) u H 
and z = a-‘h, = (ba-l) h, for some h, , h, E H. Hence h, = bc2h2 . 
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As h, runs through H, h, assumes values: ba, bae3, a2, a, and 1. Since 
hl E H and m 3 6, it must hold that h, = a, whence z = 1, which is a 
contradiction. Hence I$ is the identity function. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a non-Abelian group. The following two assertions 
are equivalent : 
A. There exists a non-identity automorphism 4 of G such that 4(x) = x 
or d(x) = x-l for all x E G. 
B. G is generated by a, ,..., a7 , b where 
(i) b-la,b = a-l, 1 < i < r, 
(ii) aiai = UjUi , 1 < i < j < r, 
(iii) ak2 # 1 for some k = l,..., r, 
(iv) a, is of order 2m for some m, 
(v) b2 = aim. 
Proof. A implies B. For let 4 exist and let d = {x E G I 4(x) = x}. 
Clearly d < G. 
Let a E d, b 4 d. Now &a-lb) = +(a-‘) b(b) = u-lb-l. But #(a-lb) = 
a-lb or b-la. If a-lb-l = a-lb, then b = b-l E A. Hence a-lb-l = b-la, 
whence 
b-lab = a-l, aEA, b$A. (2) 
It follows that A 4 G and that A is Abelian. 
If a2 = 1 for all a E A, then 4(x) = x-l for all x E G, which is impossible 
since G is not Abelian. Hence some a,, E A is not of order 2. 
Suppose b, , b, $ A. If b,b2 6 A, then, by (2), 
a0 -’ = (blb2)-’ a,(b,b,) = b;‘(b;‘a&) b, = b;‘a;‘b, = a, . 
which is a contradiction. Hence b,b, E A, and [G: A] = 2. 
If b 4 A, then b2 = #(b2) = [$(b)12 = (b-1)2 = b-2. Hence 
b4 = 1, b#A. (3) 
If bl , bz $ A, then blb2 = +(b,b,) = b;lb;l. So b12 = bT2 = b22, by (3). 
Thus there is some element d E A such that b2 = d for all b 6 A. Since A is 
Abelian, we may write 
= (a,) X .*a X (a,> 
where a, ,..., a,. are so chosen that d E (al). Equations (ii) and (iii) now 
follow. 
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By (3), d2 = 1. Hence a1 is of even order and (iv) and (v) hold. 
B implies A. If a, ,..., a, , b generate G and satisfy (i)-(v), define #J by 
#J(Q) = ai (1 < i < r) and $(b) = b-l. 4 can be extended to an auto- 
morphism on G which preserves (i)-(v) and has the property given in A. 
From the above theorem one immediately deduces the following 
result which L. Nowitz [6] has obtained by other methods. 
COROLLARY 3A. The groups characterized by B of Theorem 3 are in 
Class II. 
If A in the foregoing proof is cyclic, i.e., A = (a,), then G is the dicyclic 
group of order 4m. If moreover, m = 2*, then G is a generalized quaternion 
group. 
COROLLARY 3B. The dicyclic groups, including the generalized quater- 
nion groups, are in Class II. 
For each odd prime p, there are precisely two non-Abelian groups of 
order p3 (cf. [4, pp. 50-521). They are: 
and 
&‘2=bP= 1; b-lab = &+I, (4) 
aP = bp = cp = 1. , ab = bat; ac = ca; bc = cb. (5) 
THEOREM 4. Ifp is an oddprime and G, is the group characterized by (4), 
then G, is in Class I. 
Proof. With a and b as given in (4), let c = ba-l and d = ba2. Let 
H = {a, a-l, b, b-l, c, c-l, d, d-l}. 
The elements of H can be shown to be distinct. 
Let XP = &,,H and let 4 E [A(X, To obtain the set of edges of X, 
having both end-points in H, one inspects the array of products h,h, 
for h, , h, E H. This procedure is facilitated by the identity 
&bj = bi&tP+lH, i and j are integers, 
deduced from (4) by double induction. 
The vertices of X, (p > 5) not in H u {l} but which are adjacent to 
at least two elements of H are ba, a2, and u-~. Figure l(a) shows the 
subgraph Y, of X, generated by the vertices H U (1, ba, u2, a-“}. Clearly 
+(Y,> = Y, , and it is easily verified that A(Y,) is trivial. Hence 4 fixes 
H point-wise. 
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(b) 
FIGURE 1 
If p = 3, then cd = c-l and the subgraph Y, generated by the vertices 
H u {I} is shown in Figure l(b). Suppose 4 is not the identity. Then 4 
interchanges a and d and fixes all other vertices of H. Now ba4 # H u (1) 
but ba4 = ab = a-k. We show that no vertex z q! H U {I} is adjacent to 
both d and u-l. For suppose z = dhl = a-%, for some h, , h, E H. Then 
h, = d-l&h2 = b-%z3hz. Letting h, run through H, we find that b-Wh, E H 
only if h, = a, in which case z = 1. Hence 4 is the identity. 
THEOREM 5. Let G, be the group characterized by (5) where p > 5 
is a prime. Then G, is in Class I. 
Proof. The proof proceeds very much as in Theorem 4. With a, b, 
and c as given in (5), let u = u-lb and v = a2b. Let 
H = {a, a-l, b, b-l, u, u-l, v, v-l}. 
Let X, = XG,,H . 
With the aid of the identity 
bjui = aibic-i’ , i and j are integers, 
obtainable from (5) by induction, one again forms the array of all products 
h,h, for h, , h, E H. The vertices of X, not in H u {I) but adjacent to at 
least two vertices of H are a2, a-2, ub, and a-lb-lc-l. The subgraph Y, 
of X, generated by H u {I, a2, a-2, ab, a-lb-lc-l} is shown in Figure 2. 
Again, A(Y,) is trivial. 
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Remark. The choice of H in Theorem 5 is not appropriate when 
p = 3, for then u = u. The group given by (5) of 
group of order p3 which has not been classified. 
4. ON DIRECT PRODUCTS 
order 27 is the only 
A new kind of graph product is required for this section. 
DEFINITION. If X1 and X, are graphs, the graph X = Xi * X, is 
defined to have V(X) = V(X,) x V(X,) while [(x1 , xJ, (vi , y,)] E E(X) 
if and only if either 
or 
[Xl 3 VII E -WI) and x2 f Y2 (6) 
Xl = Yl and b2 3 Y21 E E(X2). (7) 
One observes that X1 * X2 is readily obtained from the lexicographic 
product X1 0 X, (cf. [S]) by the deletion of edges generating 1 V(.X,)/ 
pairwise disjoint copies of X1 . Unlike the lexicographic product, the 
above-defined product is non-associative. In fact, 
(Xl *X2) *x,c.x, * w2 * X3) 
always holds when 1 V(X,)l 3 2 and E(&) # m , (i = 1,2,3). 
THEORJM 6. If G, and G, are in Class Z and G1, G, # C2, then the 
direct product G1 x G2 is in Class I. 
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Proof. For i = 1,2, there exists a graph Xi such that A(XJ = Gi 
and Gi acts regularly. By Lemma 2, Xi is the Cayley graph of Gi with 
respect to some set Hi C Gd which generates Gi . 
Let Xi denote the complement of Xi . Since A@,) must also be regular, 
Xi is connected. It follows that 
I Hi I d I V-U - 3, i = 1,2. (8) 
If [x, JJ] E E(&), let &(x, JJ) denote the number of triangles in Xi 
containing [x, ~1, i = 1,2. Clearly ti(X, v) < I Hi / - 1, since I Hi / is the 
valence of Xi . But suppose equality were to hold. Then some auto- 
morphism of Xi would interchange x and y while fixing the rest of V(Xi). 
Since j V(X,)l > 2, A(&) could not be regular. Hence 
ti(x, Y) < I Hi I - 2, LX, ~1 E E(K); i = 1,2. (9) 
Let X = X, t X, . By definition, X is the Cayley graph of G1 x Gz 
with respect to H where 
H = [HI x (G \ UDI u HI x %I. 
Let @ E A(X). We first show that @ maps edges of type (6) only onto 
edges of type (6), and, equivalently, similarly for edges of type (7). 
For suppose @ were to map an edge e = [(xi , x&, (x1 , y,)] onto an 
edge e’ = [(x1’, x2’), (yl’, JJ~‘)], where xi’ # y,‘. Now the number T of 
triangles in X containing e is I HI I (I V(X,)l - 2) + t,(x, , yz) while the 
number T’ of triangles containing e’ is 
fh’, VI’XI JVd - 2) + 20 Hz I - 8 
where 6 = 1 if [x2’, ua’] E E(&) and 6 = 0 otherwise. Our assumption 
implies that T = T’, which together with (8) and (9) gives 
20 V&J - 2) G (I HI I - WI’, YI’M W3l - 2) 
= 2(l K I - 8) - hb. 7 YJ 
< 2 I Hz I d 2(l WQI - 3) 
which is absurd. 
Since X, is connected, @ maps each set {(xi, x.J x, E V(X,)} onto some 
set of the form {(x1’, x2) I x2 E V(X,)}. Moreover, x1 and x1’ define a 
unique d1 E A(X,) for which I$~(xJ = x1’. 
Now suppose @ E [A(X)]c,,,, . As in the preceding section, it suffices to 
prove that @ fixes every vertex in H. 
By the foregoing discussion, @ maps the set ((1, xz) I x, E V(X,>} onto 
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itself and so for each hI E H, , Qi maps {(h, , x2) 1 x2 E V(X,)} onto itself. 
The restriction of @ to each of these sets determines (for each set) a 
unique & E A(&). We must show that & is the identity regardless of 
the choice of h, . Certainly the restriction of @ to ((1, x2)/ x2 E V(&)} 
is the identity, since (1, 1) is fixed, but suppose for some h, E I-II , that 
@(IQ , 1) = (h, , z2) where z2 # 1. Although the vertices (1, 1) and (h, , 1) 
are not adjacent, their images under @ are adjacent, giving a contradiction. 
Hence @ fixes (II, , 1). The restriction of @ to {(h, , x2)1 x2 E V(X,)} is also 
the identity, and the proof is complete. 
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